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Abstract—This paper considers the safety problem for the pre-authorization sub-model of the well-known UCONABC usage control

model, that is, Pre UCONA. It is shown that Pre UCONA with finite attribute domains has decidable safety even if arbitrary object

creation is allowed. This result eliminates the previously known restrictions for obtaining safety decidability in this context, which only

allow a finite bounded number of objects to be created. Our result specifically permits unbounded object creation, so the set of objects

is potentially infinite. In the proof, we show that the set of reachable protection tuples in infinite state Pre UCONA models is finite and

computable. We also provide a construction for decision procedure which answers the safety question by examining the reachable

protection tuples.

Index Terms—Usage control authorization, safety, decidability, automated analysis and decision procedures
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1 INTRODUCTION

UCONABC [1] is the well-known usage control model
developed to support diverse security requirements

of modern information systems in a unified manner. The
notion of subject and object attributes is central to
UCONABC . Pre UCONA is an authorization sub-model of
UCONABC which has features to support classical manda-
tory access control (MAC), discretionary access control
(DAC) and role-based access control (RBAC) policies, as
well as consumable and regenerative usage rights, by means
of attributes. Pre UCONA includes mutable attributes which
are updated as a consequence of usage actions performed
by subjects on objects.

A fundamental issue in any access or usage control
model is to determine whether the given policies and the
initial configuration actually enforce the security intent of
the security architects. In Pre UCONA, usage decisions
are based on the attribute values of the subject and the
object. Execution of a usage right can modify the attribute
values of the involved subject and object, or possibly
create a new object which in turn brings in new values
for its attributes. Existence of the new object or modified
attributes of an existing object can enable new permis-
sions. Execution of the new permissions can further bring
in additional new objects and modify existing attribute
values. This cycle could continue indefinitely. Given these
interactions, it is difficult for a security architect to manu-
ally check if the policy and the initial configuration could
lead to any unintended security violations.

In this work, we present an automated decision proce-
dure to check such unintended policy violations when the
attributes are restricted to be from constant finite domains.

Notably, this procedure is applicable even in presence of
arbitrary object creation. This result eliminates the previ-
ously known restrictions [2] for such decidability, which
amount to allowing only a finite bounded number of objects
to be created (see proof of Theorem 3 in [2]). Our result
allows the set of objects to grow without a finite bound.

One of the basic policy violations is unauthorized
usage right leakage, that is, a subject which is not sup-
posed to get a right over an object gets the right. Analysis
of such leakages is often referred as safety analysis
and an automated decision procedure which does that
analysis is called a safety decision procedure (SDP). The
usage control authorization model has been shown
to simulate a single tape Turing machine whereby the
Turing machine’s halting problem is reduced to the safety
analysis problem in Pre UCONA [2]. Hence, it is not pos-
sible to have an SDP for Pre UCONA, in general. We
emphasize that Pre UCONA permits unbounded attribute
domains such as the set of objects in the system. Further,
it has been shown that Pre UCONA with infinite domain
attributes (such as natural numbers or strings over a finite
alphabet) can encode the Post Correspondence Problem,
even without any object creation [3].

In many practical systems security attributes, such as
social-security number, roles, labels, gender, title, depart-
ment, and so on, have constant finite domains, while the
number of resources and processes within a system could be
unbounded. This paper focusses on a finite attribute domain
security system with infinite number of objects due to object
creation. Restricted sub-models of usage control authoriza-
tion with finite attribute values and with acyclic object crea-
tions have previously been shown to have SDPs [2].

In this paper, we prove that usage control authoriza-
tion with finite attribute value domains is sufficient to
ensure existence of SDPs. This is without any restrictions
on number of object creations and the attribute update
features of the scheme. This is a significant generalization
of previous results in this arena and requires a novel
construction that has not previously been applied to the
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safety problem. Our construction is based on the notion of
protection tuples (PT) and their computability. A protection
tuple is a combination of attribute values that can enable
usage rights. We prove that the maximal set of reachable
protection tuples is finite in a usage schema with finite
attribute domains, and we construct a decision procedure
that finds the reachable set of protection tuples and
answers the safety question.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents related work. Section 3 presents the usage control
authorization scheme analyzed in this paper. Section 4
introduces the notion of protection tuples. Section 5 brings
in the concept of reachable protection tuples, shows that
this set is computable and gives a decision procedure for
the safety problem based on this notion. The complexity
of this problem turns out to be PSpace-Hard. Section 6 con-
cludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

Usage control is an unification approach to combine tradi-
tional access control with obligations, conditions, and attri-
bute mutability. UCONABC [1] is the first comprehensive
model to support all these features under one umbrella.
This model defines three decision components namely
Authorization, oBligation and Condition (ABC) to support
security policies involving authorization, obligation, and
condition requirements, respectively.

Safety analysis of Pre UCONA, an authorization fragment
of UCONABC , has been shown to be an undecidable problem
in general [2]. However, it has been shown that the safety is
decidable for two restricted cases of Pre UCONA [2]. The first
sub-model has finite attribute value domains without object
creation. The second sub-model has finite attribute value
domains with restricted object creationwhich imposes a finite
bound on the number of objects that can be created in the sys-
tem. Our work improves on the decidability result obtained
in [2] by relaxing the finite object creation constraint without
applying any additional restrictions.

Safety analysis of ongoing authorization model
On UCONA with finite attributes and without object crea-
tion policies has been studied in [4]. Alternatively, safety
analysis problem can be mapped to a satisfiability problem
in some logical theories, thereby decidability results of logi-
cal theories are immediately available for safety analysis.
This approach has been followed in [5], where in particular,
decidability results of many-sorted first order logic have
been applied to solve the usage control safety problem. The
safety decidable fragment identified in [5] has finite number
of objects and the objects’ attributes can take values from
infinite domains, but the update actions do not include
arithmetic operations like addition and multiplication.

The safety analysis problem dates back to 1970’s access
control models. Safety of access control matrix (ACM)
model was shown to be undecidable [6], in general.
Monotonic mono-conditional ACM models have SDPs.
The schematic protection model (SPM) [7], [8] introduced
typed security entities. Each entity is associated with a
security type which remains unchanged. The extended
SPM with conditional tickets and revocation features are
explored in [9], [10]. The typed access matrix (TAM) [11]

is an extension of access control matrix model by adding
types to the objects. Both the safety decidable TAM model
and the SPM model support only a limited set of mono-
tonic access control policies. The Dynamic-Typed Access
Matrix (DTAM) [12] model introduces the constructs
needed to change the object types in the TAM model
to support non-monotonic access control policies. The
DTAM model with limited object creations has SDPs.

The main idea behind the RBAC model [13] is to specify
and enforce enterprise-specific security policies in a natural
way as they present themselves in an organizational struc-
ture. The RBAC model provides a simplified approach to
manage users and resources by decoupling the permissions
and users. This model has been extended to support tempo-
ral [14] and numerous other features.

Adminstration of RBAC and its safety problem are
explored in [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22]. Secu-
rity analysis of RBAC has been elaborately addressed in [22].
Recently, some of the program analysis techniques have
been used to study the ARBAC safety problem. Abstraction
refinement approach is applied for ARBAC security analysis
in [23], [24] and the technique is implemented in a bounded
model checker calledMohawk [24]. A fragment of first order
logic along with the satisfiability modulo theories have been
applied in ARBAC security analysis [25]. The approach pre-
sented in [26] translates the ARBAC policies into imperative
style programs and employs an inter-procedural analyzer
for security verification.

Usage control is fundamentally a different model than
the ARBAC models both in terms of its design and applica-
tion. The ARBAC models are exclusively meant to adminis-
ter the user-role assignment, role-permission assignment,
and role-role assignment components of the RBAC model.
Whereas the usage control model has been designed to cater
to much broader range of applications than the RBAC
model itself. Usage control has rich features like attribute
mutability, consumable rights and object creation which are
not part of the RBAC design.

The present work significantly improves on previous
usage control safety analysis results. We prove the existence
of an SDP for Pre UCONA with finite attribute domains. We
believe that the SDP can be extended to many other models
of practical interest, so long as the attribute domains are
finite. Detailed consideration of such extensions is beyond
the scope of this paper.

3 USAGE CONTROL AUTHORIZATION MODEL

The usage control authorization model follows the standard
convention of representing user processes as subjects and
resources as objects. Subjects are considered as a subset of
objects in this model. Each object has a unique name and a
finite set of attributes. An attribute’s value can be accessed
using the dot operator, as in object name:attribute name, e.g.,
oi:color ¼ 0red0. Themodel supports bothmutable and immu-
table attributes, as well as dynamic creation and deletion of
objects. A usage right is a permission defined over an object.
We use the terms right and permission interchangeably.

This section introduces the model features necessary for
safety analysis. Readers are referred to [1] for understand-
ing the expressivity and applications of this model.
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3.1 Pre-Authorization Model

The pre-authorization model has only pre-enforcement
commands. In such commands, the decision module
grants permission at the beginning of usage right execu-
tion and the permission remains enabled till the end
of the execution. The model allows attribute updates
before the usage of the permission, called a preUpdate.
Recall, that mutable attributes are updated as a conse-
quence of usage actions performed by a subject on an
object. Both subject and object attributes can be updated
as per the command specification. There can also be create
and delete operations in a pre-enforcement command, in
addition to attribute updates.

3.2 Usage Control Scheme

Definition 3.1. A usage control scheme UQ has three components
as follows:

(i) an object schema OSD,
(ii) a set of usage rights UR ¼ fr1; r2; . . . ; rmg, and
(iii) a set of usage control commands fUC1; UC2; . . . ;

UCng.

3.2.1 Object Schema and Rights

The object schema specifies the attributes of objects and the
domains from which attribute values are drawn.

Definition 3.2. The object schema OSD is of the form
½a1 : V1; a2 : V2; . . . ; an : Vn�, where each ai is the name of an
attribute and Vi is a finite set specifying ai’s domain.

Note that the set of subjects or objects does not qualify to
be an attribute domain Vi, because in general these sets are
unbounded due to creation.

For simplicity we assume there is a single object schema
which applies uniformly to all objects. In practice different
objects usually will have different attributes. For example,
a user could have a role attribute or a gender attribute
while a file may have attributes such as a sensitivity label.
Generalization of our safety results to systems with multiple
object schemas for different kinds of objects is straightfor-
ward as shown in [2]. We assume each attribute value is
atomic being a single element from the attribute’s domain.
Set-valued attributes, such as role, are common in practice
but can be reduced to atomic attributes for our purpose
since all attribute domains are constant and finite. For exam-
ple, a set-valued attribute with domain ff; fag; fbg; fa; bgg
can be recast as an atomic-valued attribute with domain
fset empty; set a; set b; set abg, where each of these values
is understood to denote the corresponding set to simulate
the set-valued attribute. Optionally, attributes can have a
default value from the domain at creation time which does
not need to be explicitly assigned. Attributes with default
values are specifically identified with bold case italicized
letters within the object schema.

The second component of a usage control scheme is a
finite set of usage rights UR which defines the permission ri
that can be enabled by a usage control command. The inter-
pretation of an individual right ri is not specified in the
model. The usage of a right by a subject on an object is con-
tingent on their attribute values as determined by usage
control commands as discussed below.

3.2.2 Usage Control Commands

The third component of a usage control scheme is a finite set
of usage control commands. Each command has a name and
is associated with a right r that it authorizes, written as a
subscript to the name. Each command has two formal
parameters s and o, of which s is the subject attempting to
access owith permission r.

There are two kinds of usage control commands: non-
creating commands in which the object o exists prior to exe-
cution of the command and creating commands in which
the object o is created during execution of the command.

3.2.3 Non-Creating Commands

A non-creating command has the following structure.

Command Namerðs; oÞ
PreCondition: fbðs; oÞ ! fyes; nog;

PreUpdate: s:ai1 :¼ f1;ai1 ðs; oÞ;
. . .
s:aip :¼ f1;aip ðs; oÞ;
o:aj1 :¼ f2;aj1 ðs; oÞ;
. . .
o:ajq :¼ f2;ajq ðs; oÞ;

Here fbðs; oÞ is a Boolean function which takes the attribute
values of s and o as input and evaluates to yes or no. If the
result is yes then the PreUpdate is performed and the usage
right r is granted. Otherwise, the command terminates with-
out granting r. In the PreUpdate part, zero or more attributes
of s and o are independently updated to new values com-
puted from their attribute values prior to the command exe-
cution. In general, it is possible for s to equal o whereby a
subject can perform an operation on itself.

3.2.4 Creating Commands

The structure of a creating command is as follows:

Command Namerðs; oÞ
PreCondition: fbðsÞ ! fyes; nog;

PreUpdate: create o;
s:ai1 :¼ f1;ai1 ðsÞ;
. . .
s:aip :¼ f1;aip ðsÞ;
o:a1 :¼ f2;a1ðsÞ;
. . .
o:an :¼ f2;anðsÞ;

The create o operation brings a new object into the usage
control system. The object identifier o is considered as a
meta value, in that each execution of create operation in
the system assigns a unique object identifier which is
never re-used. Here fbðsÞ is a Boolean function which
takes the attribute values of s and evaluates to yes or no.
If the result is yes then the PreUpdate is performed and
the usage right r is granted. Otherwise, the command
terminates without creating o or granting r. In the PreUp-
date part, zero or more attributes of s are updated to new
values computed from s’s attribute values prior to the
command execution. Moreover, all attributes of the newly
created object o are assigned similarly computed attribute
values. Some of the assignments to o’s attributes may be
omitted for attributes that have a default value defined,
in which case the default value will be assigned.
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For both commands we assume that the entire command
executes as an atomic action. We further assume that each
attribute can be updated by at most one assignment state-
ment in the PreUpdate part. Moreover, reference to an attri-
bute of s and o on the right hand side of an assignment is
understood to mean the value of the attribute prior to the
command being executed. Thereby the ordering of the
update assignments is not material.

The Pre UCONA model also includes a delete operation.
For purpose of safety analysis we can ignore the delete
operation. Intuitively delete can be simulated by means of a
special boolean attribute, call it deleted, so that o:deleted ¼
yes indicates that object o has been deleted while o:deleted ¼
no indicates the object is existing. Additional details for this
argument are provided in the appendix.

3.3 Example Usage Control Schema

The following toy game example illustrates components of
usage control schema. The example schema permits (i) play-
ers tomark a white ball into a red ball, (ii) players to hit a ball
after he marks three white balls into red balls, and (iii) exist-
ing players can create new players in the game.

Example 3.3. The components of the usage control schema
UQgame are given as follows.

1) Object schema OSDgame ¼ [x:{0,1,2,3}, color:{red,
white, blue}]

2) Usage rights UR ¼ {mark, hit, addplayer}
3) Usage commands UC ¼ {UC1, UC2, UC3} where

UC1: Permitmarkðs; oÞ
PreCondition: s:color ¼ blue ^ o:color ¼ white;
PreUpdate: o:color :¼ red;

s:x ¼ s:xþ 1;
UC2: Permithitðs; oÞ

PreCondition: s:color ¼ blue ^ s:x ¼ 3^
o:color 6¼ blue;

UC3 : Permitaddplayerðs; oÞ
PreCondition: s:color ¼ blue;
PreUpdate: createo;

o:x ¼ 0;
o:color ¼ blue;

The object schema OSDgame has two attributes namely
‘x’and ‘color’. The attribute x can take a value from the
finite set {0, 1, 2, 3} and the attribute color can take a value
from the set {blue, red, white}. In this scheme, color attri-
bute of the players are always blue and the attribute x of
the balls are always 0. The usage rights mark, hit, and add-
player are protected by the usage commands UC1, UC2

and UC3 respectively.
We use example 3.3 as a running example to illustrate the

concepts and definitions introduced in the remaining parts
of this paper.

3.4 Usage Control Configuration

The state of an usage control authorization system is called
a usage configuration, defined as follows.

Definition 3.4. A usage configuration UX is defined as the set of
objects fo1; o2; . . . ; ong in a state along with the values of the
attributes for each object oi.

Example 3.5. An example usage configuration for the usage
schema UQgame of example 3.3 with one user and four
balls is given as follows:

UX ¼ { s:x ¼ 0; s:color ¼ blue;
o1:x ¼ 0; o1:color ¼ white;
o2:x ¼ 0; o2:color ¼ white;
o3:x ¼ 0; o3:color ¼ white;
o4:x ¼ 0; o4:color ¼ white}

Where appropriate the state can be named as in UXinit for
the initial state and in UXk for state k. The set of all possible
usage configurations for a usage control scheme UQ is

denoted by cUXQ. Since the number of objects is unbounded
cUXQ is, in general, a countably infinite set.

A usage control system begins in its specified initial
state and evolves thereafter by execution of usage control
commands at the discretion of the subjects in the system.
Usage commands are referred to as UCi and are specified
with formal parameters. A usage command instance for
usage command UCi is written as uci and will be executed
with actual parameters substituted for formal parameters.

3.5 Safety Question

A safety question is written as �ðs1;o1;rÞ. For a given usage
control scheme UQ and an initial configuration UXinit, the
safety question asks if it is possible for subject s1 2 UXinit to
gain usage right r for object o1 2 UXinit. A safety decision pro-
cedure takes as input UQ, UXinit and �ðs1;o1;rÞ. It returns yes if
subject s1 can acquire usage right r for o1 and no otherwise.

In order to make the technical presentation easier, we
analyse a different safety question denoted �ðrÞ, defined
as follows. For a given usage control scheme UQ and an
initial configuration UXinit, is it possible for any subject s
to gain usage right r for any object o? An SDP which can
answer �ðrÞ can be used to find the answer for the origi-

nal safety question �ðs1;o1;rÞ by applying it to augmented

versions of the schema U 0
Q and initial configuration U 0

Xinit,

defined below. Let UC½r� be the set of usage commands in
UQ which grant the usage right r in the original safety
question �ðs1;o1;rÞ.

� The augmented usage schema U 0
Q has

- Object schema OS0
D ¼ ½a1 : V1; a2 : V2; . . . ; an : Vn;

color : fred;whiteg�, where each ai : Vi 2 OSD and
color is a new attribute, different from a1; a2; . . . ;
an, with the default value white.

- Set of usage rights UR0 ¼ fr1; r2; . . . ; rn; r0g, where
ri 2 UR and the r0 is a new usage right, different
from r1; r2; . . . ; rn, introduced in the augmented
schema.

- Set of usage commands UC 0 ¼ UC [ UCaug. The
new commands in UCaug each grant the new

usage right r0. Each command in UC ½r� has an
augmented version in UCaug. The PreCondition

Boolean function in each usage command in
UCaug is identical to that of its counterpart

in UC ½r� with the additional check s:color ¼
red ^ o:color ¼ red. The PreUpdate part of the
commands in UCaug is empty.
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� The initial configuration U 0
Xinit is identical to UXinit

except that s1:color :¼ red, o1:color :¼ red, and
si:color :¼ white, oi:color :¼ white, for i 6¼ 1.

The augmented usage schema U 0
Q does not change any of

the usage commands in UQ. The additional attribute color
has not been used anywhere except in the new usage
command in UCaug which do not make any state changes.
Moreover, s1 and o1 are the only objects whose color attri-
bute can be red. Hence, the result of �ðr0Þ on U 0

Q and UX0init
would be same as the result of �ðs1;o1;rÞ on UQ and UXinit.

4 PROTECTION TUPLES

This section introduces the notion of protection tuples
and a method to compactly represent them using a multi-
set notation. The protection tuples basically are attribute
values of the subjects and objects in a usage configura-
tion. Since the system allows unbounded creation of
objects, the size of the protection tuple set can be
unbounded. However, if we ignore multiple occurrences
then the number of distinct protection tuples is bounded
by the maximum value hmax. We also define a function fX
which maps a usage configuration to the compact repre-
sentation of protection tuples.

For convenience symbols and notation used in this paper
are summarized in Table 1, grouped into blocks by horizon-
tal lines. The symbols in the first three blocks were intro-
duced in the previous section, while the fourth block
summarizes this section. Symbols in the fifth block will be
defined in the next section.

For ease of exposition it is convenient to assume that the
attributes are ordered a1; a2; . . . ; an so that the attribute val-
ues for an object can be represented as a similarly ordered n-
tuple as follows.

Definition 4.1. An attribute value tuple (AVT) is an ordered n-
tuple <v1; v2; . . . ; vn>, where n is the number of attributes in
the object schema and each vi 2 Vi.

Each object o 2 UXt has an AVT; denoted AVTXtðoÞ ¼
< vt1 ; vt2 ; . . . ; vtn > where o:ai ¼ vti 2 UXt, which can change

in different states. For convenience, we write AVTXtðoÞ ¼
<o:a1; o:a2; . . . ; o:an>. We define the notion of an empty
AVT as follows.

Definition 4.2. An empty attribute value tuple, denoted AVTf, is
a special n-tuple AVTf ¼ <f;f; :::; f>, where f is a special
symbol which does not belong to any Vi.

AVTf denotes that the attribute values of an object being
created are not yet ready to be used in usage command pre-
conditions. Since each usage command involves two formal
parameters we define the following notion to refer to a pair
of AVTs.

Definition 4.3. A protection tuple is defined as an ordered pair of
AVT s, PT ¼ <AVT1; AVT2> where AVT2 can be AVTf but
AVT1 cannot.

Every ordered pair of objects in a usage configuration has
an associated PT with AVT1 6¼ AVTf and AVT2 6¼ AVTf. This
PT accounts for possible non-creating command instances
involving this ordered pair of objects. Additionally every

TABLE 1
Summary of Symbols

Symbols Description

UQ The usage schema, does not change

UX A usage configuration for given UQ

UXinit An initial configuration for given UQ

UXk Usage configuration in state k for given UXinit
cUXQ

The set of all usage configurations for given UQ

UCi Usage control command
uci Usage control command instance

�ðs1;o1;rÞ Safety question: can s1 2 UXinit gain r for o1 2 UXinit?
�ðrÞ Safety question: can any subject gain r for any object?

AVT Attribute value tuple, AVT ¼ <v1; v2; . . . ; vn>
AVTf Empty AVT ¼ <f;f; . . . ;f>, f =2 Vi

AVTXiðoÞ <o:a1; o:a2; . . . ; o:an>
PT PT ¼ <AVT1; AVT2>, AVT1 6¼ AVTf

cPTQ
Set of all possible PTs for given usage schema UQ

MPT Multiset of PTs in an UX
½½MPT �� Determinant, number of distinct PTs
½½½½MPT ���� Absolute determinant, total number of PT s
dMPT Set of all possible MPTs for given UQ

hmax hmax ¼ maximumMPT ¼ j cPTQj for given UQ

fX fX : cUXQ ! dMPT

PT 2 cUX ð9UXp 2 cUXÞPT 2 fXðUXpÞ
cUXi � PT

cUXj ð8PT 2 PTQÞPT 2 cUXi , PT 2 cUXj
cUXinit"0 fUXinitg
cUXinit"1 Set of usage configurations reachable from UXinit in 0 or 1 step

cUXinit"k Set of usage configurations reachable from UXinit in 0 or up to k steps

cUXi"� Set of usage configurations reachable from UXi in 0 or any number of steps
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object has an associated PT with AVT1 6¼ AVTf and
AVT2 ¼ AVTf, to account for possible creating commands.

We write cPTQ to denote the set of all possible PTs for a given
usage schemaUQ.

For a given usage configuration, in general there will
be multiple object pairs with identical PTs, as well as
multiple individual objects with identical PT s with the
second component being AVTf. This leads us to introduce

the following notion.

Definition 4.4. A collection of protection tuples constitutes a
multiset MPT ¼ fPTi1

1 ; PT
i2
2 ; :::; PT

ih
h g, where each PT is a

protection tuple and 8x8yððPTx ¼ PTyÞ ) ðx ¼ yÞ). The
superscript ix denotes the number of distinct occurrences of
PTx; 1 � x � h in the usage configuration.

For example, if a collection of PT s has a total of t1 PT s
and among them a subset of t2 � t1 PTs are different
from each other then that collection constitutes the

MPT ¼ fPTi1
1 ; PT

i2
2 ; :::; PT

ih
h g, where h ¼ t2 and S

h
x¼1ix ¼

t1. Accordingly, we define the determinant (½½��) of an MPT
as the number of distinct PTs in the multiset, that is
½½MPT �� ¼ h, and the absolute determinant (½½½½����) as
½½½½MPT ���� ¼ P

PTix
x

2 MPTix. We use the notation PT 2
MPT and PTi 2 MPT more or less interchangeably
depending on whether or not the multiplicity of the PT is
relevant or not in a particular context.

In this paper we are primarily concerned with MPT s
that can occur for a given usage schema UQ. Since the
usage schema is fixed when the system is created and
does not change, we usually omit explicit mention of the
schema. The set of all possible MPTs for a given usage

schema UQ is denoted by dMPT . dMPT is countably infinite
in general, due to unbounded multiplicity of individual
PTs for the given schema. Correspondingly, the maxi-

mum absolute determinant of an MPT 2 dMPT , i.e. maxi-
mum ½½½½MPT ����, is unbounded. However, the maximum

determinant of an MPT 2 dMPT , i.e. maximum ½½MPT ��, is
finite due to the assumption of finite attribute value
domains which limits the number of distinct PT s that can
occur. This finite bound, denoted hmax, is critical to the
results of this paper. We have the following observation.

Lemma 4.5. Let hmax denote the maximum determinant of an

MPT for a given usage schema UQ. hmax ¼ ðPn
i¼1ðjVijÞÞ2þ

ðPn
i¼1ðjVijÞÞ, where jVij is the domain size of attribute ai and

n is the number of attributes defined in the object schema OSD

of UQ.

Proof. The maximum number of distinct AVTs for a given
UQ is Pn

i¼1ðjVijÞ. The maximum number of distinct PTs

with AVT2 6¼ AVTf is ðPn
i¼1ðjVijÞÞ2. The maximum num-

ber of distinct PTs with AVT2 ¼ AVTf is Pn
i¼1ðjVijÞ. Since

construction of the initial configuration is arbitrary, an
MPT with these maximum numbers can be instantiated
in an initial configuration. tu
For instance, for the usage schema of example 3.3 we

have hmax ¼ ð4 � 3Þ2 þ ð4 � 3Þ ¼ 156. Note that hmax can be

equivalently defined to be j cPTQj.

It remains to formally define the relationship between a
usage configuration UX and its MPT . The notion of a multi-
set sum is useful for this purpose.

Definition 4.6. The multiset sum X ] Y of two multisets X and
Y is defined as the multiset Z for which each member m 2 Z
has the sum of the multiplicitiesm has inX and Y (where pos-
sibly one, but not both, of these could be zero).

This definition naturally extends to more than two multi-
sets, and is commutative and associative.

The relationship between a usage configuration UX and
its MPT is defined by the tuple aggregation function fX :
cUXQ ! dMPT as follows.

Definition 4.7. Let AVT ðoiÞ be the AVT of object oi in a given
configuration UX. Then fXðUXÞ is theMPT defined as follows:

fXðUXÞ ¼]oi;oj2UX { f< AVT ðoiÞ; AVT ðojÞ >g
]f< AVT ðojÞ; AVT ðoiÞ >g
]f< AVT ðoiÞ; AVT ðoiÞ >g
]f< AVT ðojÞ; AVT ðojÞ >gg

]
]oi2UXff< AVT ðoiÞ; AVTf >gg.

The intuition behind this definition is straightforward.
The MPT ¼ fXðUXÞ is the multiset sum of PTs generated by
all pairs of objects in usage configuration UX, and PTs with
AVT2 ¼ AVTf generated by all objects in UX.

Example 4.8. The following multiset represents the MPT of
the usage configuration UXi given in example 3.5.

fXðUXiÞ = {< ½0; blue�;f >1, < ½0; white�;f >4,
< ½0; blue�; ½0; blue� >1, < ½0; white�; ½0; blue� >4,
< ½0; blue�; ½0; white� >4, < ½0; white�; ½0; white� >16}.

5 REACHABLE PROTECTION TUPLES

In this section, we prove that the set of reachable protection
tuples for a given usage schema UQ and initial state UXinit is
computable. We begin by introducing the notion of a set of
reachable configurations as follows.

Definition 5.1. A set of usage configurations fUXp1 ;
UXp2 ; . . . ; UXptg is said to be reachable from the initial configu-
ration UXinit in k or less steps if and only if for each UXpi , either
UXpi ¼ UXinit or there exists a sequence of command instances
uci1uci2 . . . :ucit ; 1 � t � k which begins at UXinit and end at

UXpi . The set is denoted as
cUXinit"k.

The set of configurations reachable in zero steps cUXinit"0
is the singleton fUXinitg. The set of configurations reachable
from UXinit in unbounded number of steps is denoted by
cUXinit"�. In general cUXinit"� is countably infinite, since the

number of objects that can be created is unbounded. Each
newly created object by definition results in a new configu-
ration. However, for a fixed k the set of reachable configura-
tions is finite as shown below.

Lemma 5.2. cUXinit"k is finite.

Proof. This is trivially true for k ¼ 0, which is our basis case.

Assume the inductive hypothesis that cUXinit"k is finite for

k � n. Consider k ¼ nþ 1. A usage configuration
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UXp 2 cUXinit"nþ1 must either already be in cUXinit"n, or must

result from application of a single usage command to some

usage configuration UXq 2 cUXinit"n. The former case does

not add any new usage configurations. Consider the latter
case. The number of such possible UXq configurations is
finite by induction hypothesis. For any non-creating com-
mand instance uciðs; oÞ there are only a finite number of
combinations of applicable ðs; oÞ pairs that can be actual
parameters to uci in any UXq. For any creating command
instance uciðs; oÞ there are only a finite number of applica-
ble subjects s that can be the actual parameter to uciðs; oÞ in
any UXq (note that the o parameter in a creating command
is not an input but rather a result of the command). Thus
there can only be a finite number of new usage configura-

tions in cUXinit"nþ1 relative to cUXinit"n. tu
The next two definitions introduce the crucial concept of

protection tuple equivalence.

Definition 5.3. A protection tuple PT belongs to a set of usage

configurations cUXi, written PT 2 cUXi, if and only if there is a

usage configuration UXp 2 cUXi such that PT 2 fXðUXpÞ.
The set of reachable PTs is thereby defined as fXðcUXinit"�Þ

or, equivalently, as fXðcUXinit"kÞ for some k. If this set is com-

putable we can answer the safety question. Note that even

though cUXinit"� is countably infinite, fXðcUXinit"�Þ � cPTQ is

finite since j cPTQj ¼ hmax.

Definition 5.4. Two sets of usage configurations cUXi and cUXj are

said to be protection equivalent, written cUXi �PT
cUXj, if and

only if fXðcUXiÞ ¼ fXðcUXjÞ.
We now prove the following theorem which is central to

the results of this paper.

Theorem 5.5. cUXinit"hmax
�PT

cUXinit"�.

Proof. Follows from lemmas 5.6 and 5.7 below. tu
Lemma 5.6. Suppose there exists k such that cUXinit"kþ1

�PT
cUXinit"k. Then for all n � kþ 2, cUXinit"n �PT

cUXinit"k.

Proof. By assumption, cUXinit"kþ1 �PT
cUXinit"k. Assume for

contradiction that cUXinit"kþ2 6�PT
cUXinit"kþ1. Since cUXinit"kþ1

� cUXinit"kþ2, this can happen only if there is some PTq 2
fXðcUXinit"kþ2Þ and PTq 62 fXðcUXinit"kþ1Þ. This PTq must be

the result of some command uciðs; oÞ enabled by a

PTr 2 fXðcUXinit"kþ1Þ. But then PTr 2 fXðcUXinit"kÞ and PTq

could have been produced in fXðcUXinit"kþ1Þ, which is a

contradiction to PTq 62 fXðcUXinit"kþ1Þ. This argument can

be applied inductively for n > kþ 2. tu
Lemma 5.7. cUXinit"hmaxþ1 �PT

cUXinit"hmax
.

Proof. There are at most hmax PTs that can be added to a

given cUXinit"0. The longest chain of such additions is at

most hmax (which would happen if only one new PT is
added at each step). Thus it is not possible to have a

PTq 2 fXðcUXinit"hmaxþ1Þ and PTq 62 fXðcUXinit"hmax
Þ. tu

It remains to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 5.8. The set cUXinit"hmax
is computable and can be used

to answer any safety question �ðrÞ.

Proof. By definition �ðrÞ can be true if and only if there is

some PT in fXðcUXinit"�Þ which satisfies the pre-condition

of a creating or non-creating command that grants r. By
Theorem 5.5 such a PT must then also belong to

fXðcUXinit"hmax
Þ.

Procedure Q given below computes cUXinit"hmax
from

which fXðcUXinit"hmax
Þ can be trivially computed. Let

cUXinit"¼k denote the set of configurations that can be

reached from UXinit by using exactly k usage commands.
This is similar to Definition 5.1 except for requiring
exactly k commands rather than k or less.

Procedure Q:
Let cUXinit"¼0 ¼ fUXinitg;
Let cUXinit"0 ¼ fUXinitg;
Let k ¼ 1;
While k � hmax do begin

cUXinit"¼k ¼ ;;
For each UXp 2 cUXinit"¼k	1 do begin

Add all UXq reachable from UXp

in one command to cUXinit"¼k

without any duplicates;
end for;
cUXinit"k ¼ cUXinit"k	1 [ cUXinit"¼k;
k ¼ kþ 1;

end while;

By the argument given in the proof of Lemma 5.2,
each iteration of the for loop above is computable, and
thereby Procedure Q computes cUXinit"hmax

. tu

5.1 Complexity

Theorem 5.8 proves the existence of SDPs. Implementation
of an SDP based on the approach used in the proof would
consume huge amount of computational resources. While
there are obvious optimizations that could be made, we
have the following result concerning complexity of the
safety problem.

Theorem 5.9. Possible SDPs for the usage authorization
control model with finite attribute value domains are in
PSPACE-Hard.

Proof sketch. The hardness proof is based on a polyno-
mial time reduction which maps an arbitrary instance of
satisfiability of quantified Boolean formula (QBF) to an
instance of safety problem in usage control pre-authoriza-
tion model. Possible SDPs for the model should also solve
the satisfiability of QBF which is a hard problem in
PSPACE. Hence, the possible SDPs for the model are in
PSPACE-Hard and the detailed proof is given in [3].

Our attempts to devise efficient SDPs have resulted in
very restricted models. For example, a fragment of the
model with Boolean attribute domains, restricted update
actions and bi-conditional usage predicates, has an effi-
cient SDP with a polynomial time algorithm. However,
its expressivity is severely limited. Efficient design of
SDPs for useful specialized cases is beyond the scope of
this paper and is left for future work.
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6 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this work, we proved the existence of a safety decision
procedure for automating the safety analysis of usage con-
trol authorization schemes with potentially unbounded
number of objects. We also provided construction of one
such SDP. This result significantly improves the state of the
art in the safety decidability result by relaxing the bounded-
ness in object creation. In practice, it will help us to design
security mechanisms without keeping limits on the size of
resource pools they meant to protect. This result is particu-
lary relevant for today’s computing systems with intrinsi-
cally dynamic resource pools.

We believe that the safety analysis of other sub models of
UCONABC with finite attribute domains is also decidable.
Extending this procedure for safety analysis of sub models
UCONABC with ongoing authorization and obligations may
be feasible. Developing these results in detail is outside the
scope of this paper.

APPENDIX

In Section 3.2.2 we mentioned that delete operations in the
Pre UCONA model can be ignored for purpose of safety
analysis. This appendix provides additional details in sup-
port of this argument. A deleting command has the
following structure.

Command Namerðo1; o2Þ
PreCondition: fbðo1; o2Þ ! fyes; nog;
PreUpdate: delete o2;

o1:ai1 :¼ f1;ai1 ðo1; o2Þ;
. . .
o1:aip :¼ f1;aip ðo1; o2Þ;

We argue that given any usage control schema UQ with a
deleting usage command, we can construct another usage
schema U 0

Q without the deleting command such that UQ and

U 0
Q are in simulation relationwith respect to safety properties.

Let the usage control schema UQ ¼ ðOSD; UR;UC ¼
fUC1; UC2; . . . ; UCn	1; UCdgÞ be the schema with a deleting
command UCd. We construct the schema U 0

Q ¼ ðOS0
D;

UR;UC0Þ as follows

� OS0
D ¼ ½a01 : V0

1; a
0
2 : V

0
2; . . . ; a

0
n : V0

n; deleted ¼ fyes;nog�,
where 8i; a0i ¼ ai;Vi ¼ V0

i and deleted is a special attribute
with a special domain fyes; nogwith default value ‘no’.

� UR’=UR
� UC’=fUC0

1; UC
0
2; . . . ; UC

0
n	1; UC

0
dg, where

–the delete command UCd in UC is replaced with an
update command UC0

d in UC0.
The PreCondition in UC0

d is f 0
bd
ðo1; o2Þ ^ fdðo1; o2Þ,

where f 0
bd
ðo1; o2Þ ¼ fbdðo1; o2Þ and the new predicate

fdðo1; o2Þ is defined as (o1:deleted ¼ no o2:deleted ¼
no).
The PreUpdates in UC0

d are same as those in UCd

except delete o2 which is replaced with an update
function o2:deleted :¼ yes.
–the create commands UC0

i;1�i�n	1 2 UC0 are same as
UCi 2 UC except the PreCondition. The
PreCondition in UC0

i is f 0
bi
ðo1Þ ^ fdðo1Þ, where

f 0
bi
ðo1Þ ¼ fbiðo1Þ and the new predicate fdðo1Þ is

defined as (o1:deleted ¼ no).
–the update commands UC0

j;1�j�n	1 2 UC0 are also
same as UCj 2 UC except the PreCondition. The

PreCondition in UC0
j is f

0
bj
ðo1; o2Þ ^ fdðo1; o2Þ, where

f 0
bj
ðo1; o2Þ ¼ fbjðo1; o2Þ and the new predicate

fdðo1; o2Þ is defined as (o1:deleted ¼ no &&
o2:deleted ¼ no).

Let UXinit ¼ fo1; o2 . . . okg be the initial configuration of
UQ, the initial configuration of UQ0 , that is UXinit0 , is con-
structed from UXinit by adding the extra binary attribute
“deleted”with the value “no”to each object oi 2 UXinit.

For any given initial configuration UXinit, a usage
command UCi is executable in a usage configuration UXx,
UXx 2 UXinit"� iff there exist a UXx0 , UXx0 2 UXinit0"� such

that the usage command UC0
i is executable in UXx0 and

vice-versa.
Hence, the usage schema UQ is safe with respected to

the safety question �ðs1;o1;rÞ iff the schema U 0
Q is safe and

vice-versa. Rigorous formal proof for this claim can be
constructed using the state-matching reduction technique
given in [27].
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